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The reason being, that aging is a completely natural process, and an inevitable change in one's life. Our vanity
often conspires against our authenticity and blocks the Inner light in us. The "ah" in the last line of the stanza
re-emphasises her expression of relief, relaxation and comfort, after her first visit back to New Zealand after
13 years. The poet is so enamoured by the beauty of the places she visits that she is least concerned about her
eroding physical beauty. The concept of marketing environment is broken down into three sections, which are;
the internal environment, the micro environment and the macro environment. Well: that was a metropolitan
vanity, wanting to look young for ever, to pass. It begins with descriptive visual imagery, where Adcock
attempts to familiarise herself with the childhood images of "The hills", "water, the clean air", and "a river or
two", "certain bays", and "those various and incredible hills". I was never a Pre-Raphaelite beauty, nor
anything but pretty enough to satisfy men who need to be seen with passable women. The poem starts with the
sudden onset of a blush on an otherwise aging face when a snowy cold wind caresses her face and the resultant
momentary gush of youthfulness. The grace that Adcock unlocks is overwhelmingly appealing to the
cosmetically driven man or woman exuding metropolitan vanity. Harrison toâ€¦. It is as though her body spirit
has evolved into a new temperament, and no matter how much she physically deteriorates her soul will gladly
accept to live with the new changes within her. Other model that help T. In one of her most famous poems,
'Weathering', Fleur Adcock addresses her own personal experience with the standards of beauty. There seems
to be a sense of distress, as Fleur is engaging in parts of her past that she has tried to forget about. In the poem,
the issue is complicated, as Adcock explores the loss and alienation that emerges from the choice of long-term
separation from family. Home Essays Fleur Adcock: Analysis of The poet is aware that it is not going to
sustain and her wish to preserve physical beauty is a futile exercise. Adcock shows the reader with utmost
confidence, that she is willing to take the journey. The description almost seems like a ramble, which evokes a
fresh and exciting experience. She begins the poem with a strong critical tone, natural imagery and interesting
figurative descriptions in order to associate and connect her most recurring themes of nature and place. Fleur
challenges the society's stereotypical perceptions of the negativities of aging, and reminds us that as "the years
work all their usual changes", it is imperative to remain content and indifferent to any unpleasant physical
changes. She begins the poem with a strong critical tone, natural imagery and interesting figurative
descriptions in order to associate and connect her most recurring themes of nature and place. Palmer , p.
Coming back to her birthplace appears to be Although we learn later on in this poem that she addresses
England as her "home", this stanza largely bears feelings of nostalgia. As she observes her hair "turning grey",
her nails "chip and flake", her waist "thicken", she remains strong and assures the reader that there are more
precious moments in life, such as to "simply look out my window at the lakes and fells", instead of brooding
over her appearance in the mirror. Although there are slight hints of insecurity in these two lines, the reader
can sense conviction in her next words; that she doesn't care about her appearance, since she is "in love with a
place". She concludes that the enthralling view of nature from her window makes her indifferent to mirror as it
is this enduring beauty outside that adds a new complexion to her soul. Through this poem, Adcock offers
"snapshots" of her family's past, and the struggles of family, marriage, and life.


